When students study for multiple-choice cloze tests as the Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC), they tend to repeatedly tackle questions of the same type. In such situations, students can effectively solve questions related to their incorrectly answered questions. However, since they need several different kinds of knowledge and a large vocabulary to derive answers, it is inappropriate to statically define the relations among questions from various viewpoints beforehand. In this paper, we propose a recommendation algorithm for English multiple-choice cloze questions that maximize students' expected improvements of test scores based on the learning log data of other students. Effective questions may be identical for most students who incorrectly answered the same questions. Therefore, in our approach, relations among questions in tests and questions studied during tests are determined based on the change from incorrect to the correct answers of the test questions. Questions that maximize the expected test scores, which are calculated based on the input test scores using regression models, are recommended for future students. Based on this method, students can acquire higher test scores with better learning efficiency. Experimental results show that our method yields major improvements in performance compared with random material recommendation method.
Introduction
As network and database technologies continue to grow rapidly, e-Learning systems have become widely used in various domains. English multiple-choice cloze questions are one popular learning material in eLearning. Such questions are applied in various tests, namely, the Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) or university entrance examinations in Japan. A large number of such questions are already stored in e-Learning systems, and automatic question generation systems have also been developed to generate new questions [14] .
In e-Learning systems, providing suitable learning materials that teach unacquired knowledge is crucial. In the e-Learning of English multiple-choice cloze questions, students tend to repeatedly tackle the same type of questions to heuristically acquire the knowledge asked in the questions. Since students need various kinds of English knowledge to solve questions, such as grammar and a large vocabulary, determining the important knowledge for answering each question is difficult. Moreover, because there are many questions, it is impractical to statically define the relations among all questions beforehand.
This research assumes students who are studying to acquire English knowledge within the given tests for English multiple-choice cloze questions. They take English multiple-choice cloze tests that contain a specific number of questions and study using the same type of questions to acquire the knowledge of the incorrectly answered questions. The objective of our research is to provide effective questions in the studying phase to increase the scores of subsequent tests taken after the studying phase. Questions can be selected in various ways based on such supporting policies as giving many questions so that students deeply understand the unacquired knowledge and giving a minimum number of questions so that they can quickly pass the test. Our research focuses on increasing test scores with great efficiency by giving a small set of questions that are adequate for gaining good test scores.
Question answers reflect the acquired/unacquired knowledge of students. If students answered incorrectly the same question, their unacquired knowledge probably is the same. Therefore, questions that help students grasp the knowledge of questions may also be effective for other students who failed the same question. To provide appropriate questions based on the tendency of student understandings, this research proposes a recommendation algorithm for questions based on implicit relations among questions acquired by students' learning log data.
Although many personalized learning material recommendation algorithms have been proposed, they do not directly support learning efficiency. Instead, they consider student preferences or/and understanding levels [6, 5, 12, 13, 19, 20] . This research focuses on situations where students take the same test before and after studying to quantify the expected improvement in test scores; appropriate questions must be recommended to maximize such expected improvement.
In the research field of recommendation systems, since the cognitive load on users to assign explicit ratings is heavy, gathering enough appropriate ratings is difficult [16, 2] . Therefore, in our approach, test scores are used to determine the relations between questions and student explicit ratings are not applied.
Our method recommends questions by which students can provide correct answers to questions that they answered incorrectly before studying. Effective questions for incorrectly answered questions may be identical for most students. If particular questions are studied between tests and student test scores are increased after such studying, they may provide knowledge about questions whose answers were changed and became correct.
The expected improvement of test scores based on questions is calculated by logistic regression models [9] . By training the logistic regression models using student test scores and their learning log data, namely, the studied questions, questions that improve test scores can be automatically extracted. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review related work. In Section 3, we explain our approach for providing effective questions. In Section 4, we present our recommendation algorithm, and our method is evaluated using learning log data and test scores in Section 5.
Related Work
Traditional intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) evaluate the learning situations of students and give learning materials that supply the unacquired knowledge of students [13, 10, 11, 1, 4] . In such systems, metadata about materials are attached beforehand, including the difficulty, topic, prerequisites, and the relationship between materials. The learning materials to be provided are determined by traversing the databases of learning materials based on student answers, the metadata of the learning materials, and the relations among them. This method may be appropriate if the number of learning materials is not so large and their relations and metadata can be defined uniquely. Our research focuses on situations where plenty of questions exist whose relations are not defined beforehand. Moreover, the unacquired knowledge of students is not uniquely determined by the metadata. Therefore, attaching metadata to questions and determining questions based on it is impractical. Instead of statically preparing metadata of the learning materials, our method grasps the implicit relations among questions based on the learning log data of the students who tackle the same tests and provides questions that may affect the incorrectly answered questions.
Many methods for recommending learning materials, which are also called curriculum sequencing, adaptive tutoring, or personalized learning path guidance, have been proposed [6, 5, 12, 13, 19, 20] . For example, the Personalized E-Learning system based on Item Response Theory (PEL-IRT) [6] automatically adjusts the difficulty of learning materials according to the student's level of understanding based on item response theory [8] to provide appropriate learning materials. However, since PEL-IRT does not consider questions that students need to tackle in the test, it does not necessarily provide learning materials that can improve test scores.
Recommendation systems for books, music, and movies are used in many on-line stores [18] , where collaborative filtering [17] is a common method. Collaborative filtering recommends products that are purchased by users with similar preferences. E-Learning systems that reflect student preferences have also been proposed [13] . However, if students only use their favorite materials their test scores may not improve.
Our method is related to the scheme described in [5] because both involve a test for each student prior to learning. The method in [5] recommends materials considering their difficulty and incorrectly answered questions. However, the objective of this method is to make students understand unacquired knowledge. Since this method does not consider learning efficiency, students need to cope with many questions before understanding the questions that they answered incorrectly. Our research increases specific test scores previously tackled by students with a limited number of questions.
Approach
This research assumes that the student, who took a couple of tests in the past, is studying a set of multiplechoice cloze questions in the studying phase to take a new test after the studying phase, where each test consists of a number of questions. While studying, students tackle different questions from those in the tests. The aim of this research is not to give a large volume of questions. Instead, it provides a limited number of suitable questions that can help increase test scores. The increase of test scores corresponds to situations where students can successfully acquire the knowledge on which the questions focus in the tests.
Students need various grammar and vocabulary knowledge for answering English multiple-choice cloze questions. Of course, important knowledge exists to determine answers. Effective questions for maximizing test scores have the same important knowledge as incorrectly answered questions. If the important knowledge is identical for different questions, the explanations for deriving the answer for one question can be applied to other questions. Such questions can be inferred by student learning log data. When two questions share important knowledge and students cannot answer one of the questions in the tests, they may answer correctly after studying with other questions. Of course, some students may not notice the relations between the questions. Effective questions are those that give hints for deriving incorrectly answered questions. Therefore, studied questions are detected as effective for test questions whose answers are changed from incorrect to correct answer by many students. Figure 1 shows the framework of our learning support system. The mechanism for recommending questions selects effective questions from the question database and provides appropriate study questions based on the input test results of students. To evaluate the questions, the expected improvement values are introduced that represent the expected test scores when individual questions are posed for studying. The expected improvement values are calculated based on the learning log data and the test results of many other students. In the mechanism for estimating the relations between questions, the changes of the test results and the studied questions are investigated and set as expected improvement values.
Proposed Method

Problem setting
The goal of our method is to select questions to be used during the studying phase from a set of questions to enhance learning efficiency, which is quantified by the expected improvement in test scores. In our approach, the implicit relations between test questions and studied questions are learned.
Let z j be a variable that represents whether question j is recommended in the studying phase as follows:
in the studying phase, 0 if question j is not studied.
(1)
The studied questions are represented by vector z = (z j ) j∈M , where M represents a set of all candidate questions to study. Let x i and y i be variables that represent whether question i is correctly or incorrectly answered before and after the studying phases, as follows:
if question i is correctly answered before the studying phase, −1 if question i is incorrectly answered before the studying phase,
if question i is correctly answered after the studying phase, −1 if question i is incorrectly answered after the studying phase, 0 if question i is not answered,
The results of the set of test questions V before and after the studying phase are represented by vectors x = (x i ) i∈V and y = (y i ) i∈V , respectively. The improvement in the test scores expected from recommended questions z is written as follows:
where S i represents the score allocated to question i, P (i) represents the probability that question i is asked in future test P (i) +P (i) = 1 in whichP (i) represents the probability that question i is not asked in future tests, P (x i = −1) represents the probability that question i is incorrectly answered before the studying phase, and P (y i = 1|x i = −1, z) represents the probability that question i is correctly answered after the studying phase when question i is incorrectly answered before the studying phase and questions z are recommended in the studying phase.
If the test result before studying phase x is given, the expected improvement in the test score can be simplified as follows:
We use Eq. (5) as the expected improvement in test scores in the following sections.
Recommendation algorithm
Appropriate questions may differ according to previously studied questions from the studying phase. Our method sequentially selects a question that maximizes the expected improvement from questions that have not yet been recommended as follows:
where z = (z j ) j∈M represents the currently studied questions and z +j represents the studied questions when question j is newly recommended, or z Table 1 shows our method's question recommendation procedure. Examples of end conditions include those where the number of studied questions, the expected improvement, or the time period of the studying phase exceeds a certain threshold.
We use a greedy algorithm to determine a set of questions to be recommended as described above. If the number of questions is fixed and known before the studying phase, we can identify the set of questions that maximizes the improvement scores by calculating Eq. (5) for all possible combinations of the fixed number of questions. A greedy algorithm is used because it is fast and does not require the number of studied questions to be fixed beforehand.
Improvement model
When recommending questions, our method requires improvement model P (y ni = 1|x ni = −1, z n ), which is the probability of the improvement of answering question i with study questions z. We model the improvement using logistic regression [9] as follows:
where µ i and θ i = (θ ij ) j∈M are unknown parameters. Although the logistic regression is widely used for binary classifiers, it is the first attempt to model the improvement of scores, to our knowledge. Intuitively, µ i represents the ease with which the answer to question i is improved, and θ ij represents the influence of question j on the improvement in the answer to question i. Unknown parameters Θ = {µ i , θ i } i∈V can be estimated by maximizing the following log likelihood, which consists of the learning log data and the test results for set of students N :
where x ni and y ni indicate whether question i was correctly or incorrectly answered by student n before and after the studying phases and
represents the probability that question i is incorrectly answered by student n when question i is incorrectly answered before the studying phase and questions z are recommended. In the experiments, we used a quasiNewton method [15] for the optimization and Gaussian priors with zero means for the unknown parameters to avoid overfitting [7] . The Hessian of the log likelihood function with Gaussian priors with respect to the parameters is positive definite. Therefore, the log likelihood is a convex function, and the global optimum solution is guaranteed.
Experiments
Setting
We evaluated our method using TOEIC multiple-choice cloze questions in which students select appropriate words from four options with the correct grammar for the blank in the sentence. We implemented a web-based e-Learning system for the evaluation. In the experiment, students take tests before and after the studying phase, which we call pretest and post-test, to measure the effect of studying on improving test scores. One question is presented on one web page, and students answer each question in a series. The recommended questions in the studying phase are provided with solutions and explanations. One question is recommended to each student on one web page for studying, and the solution and explanation are presented on another web page after the student has answered the question. Note that the students are not supplied with solutions and explanations in the pre-and post-tests. There are 80 candidate questions for the studying phase, |M | = 80, and 40 are recommended to each student in the studying phase. The recommended questions are different from the questions in the pre-and post-tests. However, about half are related to the test questions, for example, they involve questions about identical idioms and grammatical rules. They were heuristically selected by the authors. Figures 2 and 3 are the web pages generated by our e-Learning system. Fig. 2 is an web page that displays a question sentence and a choice of fill in the blank answers. The student selects one answer and pushes the answer button. Fig. 3 is an web page showing the solution and explanation for the studying phase. The student's answer is evaluated and its correctness is displayed at the top. After the student pushes the button, the next question appears.
Evaluation of improvement models
Our method requires improvement model P (y i = 1|x i = −1, z). We constructed and evaluated improvement models using the log data of 52 students, such as |N | = 52, with random material recommendations. The proposed improved model (7) estimates the improvement probability by utilizing relationships among questions. To evaluate the effect of the relationships, we compared the proposed model with a model that does not consider relationships among questions or the Bernoulli model as follows:
where φ i represents the probability that question i is correctly answered in the post-test when question i is incorrectly answered in the pre-test. The Bernoulli model assumes that the improvement does not depend on recommended materials z. Parameter φ i can be estimated based on the maximum likelihood as follows:
For the evaluation measurement, we used the AUC [3] of the problem to predict whether questions that were incorrectly answered in the pre-test are correctly answered in the post-test. AUC is the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, where the ROC curve is a graphical plot of the true positive rate versus the false positive rate. A higher AUC represents better predictive performance. We computed AUC using leave-one-out cross-validation. We used 52 evaluation data sets, in each of which one student's data were used for the evaluation and the data of the other 51 students were used for training. Table 2 shows the AUC, and Fig. 4 shows the ROC curve. The AUC of Figure 4 : ROC curves for improvement models based on Bernoulli distribution and logistic regression the improvement model based on the logistic regression is higher than that of the Bernoulli model, which implies that the recommended questions are important for predicting improvements in the scores and that we can predict them with the logistic regression model.
The computational time for learning the parameters of the proposed improvement model was 2.19 second when using a computer with a Xeon5160 3GHz CPU.
Analysis of improvement models
The highest and second highest θ ij were θ i1j1 = 0.388 and θ i2j2 = 0.208, where questions in test i 1 and studying phase j 1 contain the idiom 'stop by' and questions in test i 2 and studying phase j 2 contain the idiom 'across the street.' This result is natural because recommendations of questions about identical idioms can improve test scores. Even though our method does not use information related to question contents, it automatically extracts the relationship between questions using the learning log data and the test results.
We analyzed the relationship between questions in the tests and in the studying phase using questions i 1 and j 1 that contain the idiom 'stop by' as an example. In the pre-test, 32 students answered question i 1 incorrectly. The student results for the studying phase and 
Algorithm 1 Simulation of student n with our recom-
Set z ← z +j 5:
Set t ← t + 1 6: end while 7: Output E(z|x n ) the post-test are shown in Table 3 . The probability of students answering questions i 1 correctly in the posttest when question j 1 was recommended in the studying phase wasP (y i1 = 1|x i1 = −1, z j1 = 1) = 15/17. In contrast, the probability when question j 1 was not recommended in the studying phase wasP (y i1 = 1|x i1 = −1, z j1 = 0) = 2/15. This result indicates that the recommendation of question j 1 effectively improved the responses to question i 1 .
Evaluation of recommendation algorithms by simulations
We examined the effectiveness of our recommendation algorithm by simulation. Student behavior was simulated using the improvement model that was estimated using the log data of the 52 students described above. The function of Algorithm 1 is to generate an expected improvement of the test scores of student n, where T is the number of recommendations set as 40.
We compared our algorithm with the following three algorithms: Random, Mistakable, and Level. Random randomly recommends a question. Mistakable recommends a question that is mistaken by many students. Recommendation questionĵ is determined as follows:
where z nj = −1 represents that student n incorrectly answered question j in the studying phase. Level recommends a question whose difficulty is appropriate to the student's understanding level by selecting recommendation questionĵ as follows:
where
is the level of student n.
We evaluated the recommendation algorithm by the expected improvement rate, which is the expected number of correctly answered questions after studying to the number of incorrectly answered questions before studying as follows:
Here, we assumed that questions correctly answered before studying were also correct after studying. Table 4 shows the expected improvement rates for each recommendation algorithm. The proposed algorithm outperformed the others for improving the expected test scores. The Mistakable and Level algorithms also improved the scores more than the Random algorithm, although the effect was smaller than that of our algorithm because they did not directly maximize test scores.
Evaluation of recommendation algorithms by actual students
We evaluated the learning efficiency of our recommendation algorithm with actual students. Because the evaluation of recommendation with many actual students costs much, we compared the proposed method with the most basic random method. 38 students studied questions recommended randomly, and 49 studied questions recommended by our method. The students included members of the graduate and undergraduate schools and the staffs of Nagoya and Kansai Universities. All had previously studied the basic English knowledge for the provided questions in high school. We evaluated the recommendation algorithm by the improvement rate, which is the correctly answered questions after studying to the incorrectly answered questions before studying as follows: Table 5 shows the average improvement rates. Our algorithm corrected 27.5% of the mistakes and provided statistically significant increases compared with the random recommendation method (one-tailed t-test, p < 0.007). The rates of real questions in Table 5 were smaller than those in the simulations in Table 4 because we assumed that questions correctly answered before learning were not incorrectly answered after studying in the simulations. Table 6 shows the average scores obtained in the pretest, the studying phase, and the post-test. The maximum score is 100, which means the score assigned to one question is 2.5. Although the average pre-test score with our method is lower than that with the random recommendation method, the average post-test score with our method is higher than that with the random recommendation method. Moreover, since the deviation with our method is smaller than that with the random recommendation method, many students with our system successfully increased their test scores. This result indicates that our method is superior to random recommendation methods. Figure 5 shows the average improvements in the test scores in relation to the pre-test scores. The improvement is in inverse proportion to the pre-test score. Our method is superior to the random recommendation method regardless of the pre-test score. We also analyzed whether our method recommended questions that can improve test scores when students incorrectly answered questions in tests that included the same idioms. Table 7 shows the number of students who were/were not recommended related questions when questions about idioms were incorrectly answered in the pre-test. This result shows only few cases where the related questions were not recommended with our method.
After studying, students who learned with our method received questionnaires about the recommended questions. Table 8 shows the answers to the question "Did the questions help you in the post-test?" Since the questions were helpful for about 86% of the students, our method successfully provided questions that related to the test questions. Table 9 shows a list of words and idioms in the recommended questions cited by students as useful for deriving the answers in the post-test and the numbers of students who cited them. The list contains six idioms and five words from various parts of speech. This result indicates that our method can extract relationships from various parts of speech. The computational time for recommending a material with the proposed method was 0.04 second. The computational efficiency indicates that the proposed method can be used for a real time recommender system.
Conclusion
We proposed a method for recommending questions for English multiple-choice cloze questions that maximizes learning efficiency based on the expected improvement in test scores. The experimental results suggest that our question recommendation approach is promising and will become a useful tool for e-Learning.
Although we modeled the expected improvement in test scores with simple logistic regression using only the learning log data and test results to simplify our framework's novelty, we could also use more information about the questions and student attributes for the modeling.
Currently, we are focusing on English multiplechoice cloze questions. However, this recommendation method is not specific to such questions. It can also be applied to mathematics and physics, for example, because implicit relations among questions for understanding may exist in other fields. In addition, learning materials tackled by students in the studying phase can also be other types of materials. Students learn not only with questions but also with textbooks. Our approach does not depend on questions; it can be applied to other types of materials. We would like to apply our proposed method to other courses of learning and other types of learning materials. We plan further verification of our proposed method by comparing other methods with actual students.
